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Abstract
The objective of developing the Spectral Mixture Model Algorithm was to provide some intelligent algorithm that could be utilized for spectral sensing in wideband receivers. The methodology was discussed initially in report AFRL-RI-RS-TR-2008-266. The current report is a refinement of the technique with the objective of presenting the concept to a broader audience.
The Spectral Mixture is a generalization of the Expectation Maximization algorithm. The algorithm reduces the information divergence of two distributions by adjusting its parameters. The algorithm can be applied to histogram data or sample points for signal decomposition of multimodal signal in terms of mixture elements. The model was applied to spectral analysis with good success in the one-dimensional case. To achieve better convergence, the algorithm may require the constraint of some of the parameters by imposing boundary conditions or preventing changes.
Introduction
This report is divided in two parts. The first part is a theoretical discussion of the development of the Spectral Mixture algorithm from the perspective of machine learning and the second part is a discussion of the implementation of the method for some specific applications.
The application of interest is spectral decomposition and characterization, also referred as spectral sensing. Given a spectral estimate, we would like to model an undetermined number of signals in terms of the center frequency, bandwidth and power density. The signals are required to follow some predetermined model in the frequency domain. The method resembles a Gaussian Mixture approach with this important difference: the Gaussian Mixture Model algorithm requires statistical sample points while the Spectral Mixture Model requires histogram data as the input.
The Spectral Mixture algorithm resembles some kind of entropy formulation. By changing the form of the expression, one can prove that the algorithm is an iterative process that reduces the information divergence of two parametric probability densities until the process converges to some local minima. Under certain specific conditions, the algorithm reduces to Expectation Maximization, K-Means, weighted K-Means and Parzen Window depending on the variable is chosen for optimization.
One of the issues of the algorithm is caused by the presence of an offset in the distribution. To overcome this issue, one can assign fixed mixtures to model a signal offset by keeping a fixed width or variance. This issue is cover in section 3.
The algorithm was applied to signal detection and speech compression. The speech compression method has very low complexity and does not require the addition of voiced/unvoiced detection or estimation of the linear prediction coefficients. The price to pay is a reduction of the quality of the speech. The compressed speech sound hoarse, but this is typical of vocoder at a low bitrates.
The report pretends to be an introductory tutorial for those who are interested in this method. This review would serve as baseline for future research in these methods.
Classification Algorithms and Metrics
Many classification and machine learning algorithms require a data set of observations, a parametric model and optimization rules. Through an optimization process, we find the parameters that provide a best fit for the model according to the selected rules. The result of this process is called analysis. The analysis is usually the most computationally involved process of classification. Optimization methods require processing many data points, calculating complex derivatives, iterating many times or evaluating complex functions. For such reason, a metric of performance for the analysis process can be described in terms of the number of floating point operations that are needed to find a solution.
Synthesis is the inverse of the analysis process. The synthesis simply requires evaluating the model using certain specified parameters. Measuring the fitness of a model to a data, i.e., calculating the error between the model and the data can be use as a metric of performance. Minimizing the error is a typical criterion for developing optimization rules.
It is often said that the results of the analysis are as good as the model used to fit the data. If the model is not representative of the data, then the results are questionable or perhaps wrong. Various information criteria have been proposed such as the Akaike and Bayesian Information Criterion. Developing a metric that measures the fitness of different models is beyond the scope of our discussion.
Mixture Models
Suppose that a given data set can be modeled as a linear combination of K density functions. A parameter vector , , , … corresponds to the mixture probability , the mean , the variance and possibly other high order moments that control the shape of the model. For simplicity, we consider a vector with three parameters , , . The parametric model can be express as a summation of mixture terms that follows a given parametric model as
The maximum likelihood approach provides a criterion for finding the optimal parameter vector. The optimization process finds the parameters that maximize the likelihood function of the model shown in equation 2.2.
Finding maximum likelihood solutions using equation 2.1 has several problems. The derivatives of the expression with respect to its parameters produce complex terms with no closed form solutions. A second problem occurs when the variance approaches zero; then the normal distribution diverges. This is not a big problem and can be solved by adding a small non-zero element to the variance estimate. In addition, this case is likely to happen when outliers are present. A third problem is called identifiability. This means that K mixtures can be rearranged in ! combinations, so there are ! possible solutions. Once again, the problem is not critical. We cannot rely on the index number that identifies a mixture because it can change its value.
An equivalent and more convenient way to solve the maximum likelihood of a mixture is by using the Expectation-Maximization method shown in equation 2.3:
where the equation is subject to
The differentiation of | , , produces a common term in all the expressions for , and . The term is a posterior distribution:
The evaluation of equation 2.5 is referred as the expectation step or E-Step.
The solution of equation 2.3 is obtained through a series of iterations that calculate the posterior distribution and maximize the resulting expression in terms of the parameter vector. The M-Step or maximization process consists of the reestimation of the parameter vector. In the case of the well known Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) algorithm, the model is given by a Gaussian density and the optimization requires the evaluation of equations 2.6-a through 2.6-d.
, ,
In order to go from a maximum likelihood approach to the EM algorithm, we note that the maximum likelihood algorithm provides knowledge of the mixture through the prior distribution , , . Instead of ignoring this term, we decide to include this knowledge in our advantage by reformulating equation 2.2 such that the summation term does not appear inside the logarithm. This is desirable because it facilitates solving the equations as we will see soon.
The algorithm can be reformulated by creating a dummy variable . The variable acts like a tag that provides the index number of a given mixture. The index information is not available directly, so we call this the missing random variable. 
Spectral Mixtures 1D
The Mixture Model approach operates in a set of statistical samples and produces the parameters of a distribution that fit a given model in an optimal sense. A similar approach was developed in project AFRL-RI-RS-TR-2008-266 with the purpose of analyzing histograms instead of statistical samples. The objective was to create a method for spectral sensing, i.e., a method for characterizing the frequency spectrum of telecommunication signals.
The spectral model can be derived from the quantization of the feature space. Given a data set, its quantized samples generate a histogram. The histogram is simply a pair of cells and sample counts. The cell indexes will substitute the data set in the EM method. The sample count will be reflected as exponents in the likelihood function.
First, we define continuous variable | , a discrete variable an arbitrary | and a quantization function that maps into a discrete variable :
Let's assume that finite set of statistical samples is sorted in ascending order such that . The quantized process forms a new set . We are interested in counting the number of repeated values in the new set. We define as the count of samples for a quantization index as,
The goal is to investigate the form of the auxiliary function (equation 2.8) under quantization of the sample space. Quantization always produces lost of information. In this case, specific information of the missing variable is expected to be lost for individual samples. Under quantization, all samples falling under the same cell must share the same index number. We designate a new variable to represent a tag for group of samples within the same histogram bin. We also impose the probability function to be identical for all samples inside a cell.
2.12
The likelihood | ; will be defined as an average of the probability models. This is done by adding all likelihoods with a common quantization index and dividing them by the number of samples in the histogram bin. It was found convenient to rename the parameter vector using variables associated with the frequency spectrum, which in a sense; it is nothing less than a histogram. The terms mean, variance and mixture probability will be replaced by center frequency , statistical bandwidth , and power composition respectively. The parameter vector is rewritten as:
, , 2.16
Maximization of the Expectation
This section covers the discussion of the maximization process for the one and two-dimensional case. Algorithm:
1. E-Step: Evaluate | ;
2. M-Step: Evaluate , , using equations 2.18-a to 2.18-c 3. Verify convergence by comparing and
Spectral Mixtures 2D
An interesting development of the spectral mixtures is when extending the concept for the twodimensional case. We are going to show how quantities like as center of mass, standard deviation and regression line arises from the maximization of our Gaussian-like model.
The parametric model used is a Clipped Gaussian distribution in two dimensions. The distribution is controlled by a parameter that modifies the decaying slope of the density. We also introduce a set of affine transformations modified by the following parameters: translation, scale, shear and rotation. In our case, shear is constrained by scale because the intention of this particular model is to characterize modulated signals in the joint time-frequency domain.
Our 2-D model defines an affine transformation , a translation vector and a coordinate vector . The affine transform includes a shear matrix , a scale matrix and a rotation matrix .
2.19
The parameters of the matrices are the angle of rotation , the scale factor in the coordinate and the scale factor in the coordinate. The parameter is a translation vector. The specific form of the matrices is shown in equations 2.20 through 2.22. 
2.23
The resulting exponential function resembles a rectangular surface for 4 as shown in Figure 2 . The parameter vector is defined in terms of these geometrical parameters as,
where is the ratio of the volume of one mixture over the entire volume.
Normalization requires integrating the whole surface. For 4, the volume was approximated using equation 2.26. The volume of the distribution is a function of to the scales and the order of the distribution . For our purposes, is constant so the volume can be expressed as a function of the scaling parameters.
· · 2.26
The auxiliary function keeps the same appearance. The variable is replaced with vector :
subject to the constraint ∑ ; 1.
Maximizing the expectation requires finding the roots of the derivatives of the auxiliary function. The derivatives can be found by using Mathematica or other symbolic math application.
For the translation , the derivatives are given by equation 2.28. 
2.28
Some simplification can be accomplished by using 1 as an approximation.
This is an expression equivalent to the center of mass in the coordinate. A similar expression was found for the coordinate.
For the scaling , the maximization of the auxiliary function produces a closed form solution.
In a similar manner, the scaling is given by,
2.32
These expressions reduce to the standard deviation when the order of the distribution is one. In the coordinate, the standard deviation is calculated along the regression line of the data given by sin cos 0. One can argue that the standard deviation provides a rough approximation of the scales and during our optimization process. This approximation was verified during simulations.
For the angle of rotation , the maximization of the auxiliary function results in equation 2.33.
The vectors || , , and are vectors the principal components of the data as illustrated in Figure 3 .
The data is distributed inside a parallelogram that is at a distance from the origin. The regression line approximation is verified when 1. The slope of the regression line becomes:
The optimal parameter vector is obtained by implementing the following steps.
Algorithm 2-D:
1. E-Step: Evaluate | , ;
2. M-Step: Evaluate , , , , , using equations 2.25 to 2.31.
Verify convergence by comparing and
Relationship between Spectral Mixtures and Parzen Windows
Parzen Windows is a non-parametric method used for the estimation of probability density function. In machine learning, a non-parametric method implies that there is no control over the model. The most common way for adjusting the parameters of a Parzen Window is by trial and error. The best estimate comes from reducing the error between the data histogram and the model. This can be done by visual inspection. Other approaches use neural networks to accomplish this task.
The method models discrete histogram bins by means of kernel functions. In the simplest case, it defines a rectangular window of unit area and width . The density is estimated using the window function shown in Figure 4 as blue rectangles, the number of data points that falls under the window and the area (or volume) of the window. 
2.38
Figure 4 Concept of Non-Parametric Parzen Windows
The window is known as the kernel. It does not need to be a rectangular window. Parzen proved that it can take the form of equation 2.39 or other shapes as long as the following conditions are met:
It is possible for this type of kernel to converge to the original density function when 0 for a large number of windows is a normalized density function:
The Spectral Mixture algorithm is also based in quantization of the sample space. This similarity between Parzen Windows and Spectral Mixtures make one wonder if there is a relationship between both algorithms. In the spectral mixture case, the approximate number of samples in bin is given by:
2.43
These samples modify the likelihood in the form of exponents as shown previously. The likelihood has the same form as the normalized window function in 2.37 as:
The convergence of the parameter suggests that 1/ is a possible solution. This solution is in agreement with the Parzen Window method.
∑ ∑
2.49
The sum over all must be equal to one. This was our original constraint in equation 2.39, which is also true for the equation 2.50. This shows that the spectral mixture algorithm reduces to Parzen Window when the parameters are fixed and the parameter converges to the specified value.
The Parzen Window may require finding optimal estimates of the bandwidth . The Spectral Mixture approach already provides a way to readjust the bandwidth and distances between mixtures.
KMeans and Spectral Mixtures
The K-Means algorithm is a special case of the Expectation Maximization method for a mixture of Gaussian densities, also known as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). The difference between the KMeans and the GMM is that K-means makes a deterministic assignment of samples to a cluster (or hard decision) while the GMM makes a probabilistic assignment or soft decision using a Gaussian distribution instead of a rectangular window function.
Going from a soft decision to a hard decision is equivalent to fixing the variance and allowing finding the limit as it goes to zero. The maximization of the auxiliary function 2 · , is done by with respect to the centroids .
As the variance goes to zero, the conditional probability | ; converges to the unity only at the data point that is closest to the centroid .
The auxiliary function becomes: 
Spectral Mixtures and KullbackLeibler Divergence
As we have seen, the Spectral Mixture approach can be considered as a general case of EM, K-Means and Parzen Window. In addition, we can observe that the auxiliary function looks somewhat similar to some sort of entropy.
The Spectral Mixture algorithm will be modified without altering the final result. Instead of using an arbitrary histogram, we decide to normalize and expressed it as a probability density function / . The minimization process requires the correct model to achieve the following convergence:
Other divergence formulations can be used instead of equation 2.58. The minimization of the parametric Renyi alpha divergence [9] (equation 2.60) will be based on the log of the ratio between the model and the data. This is a maximum likelihood formulation analogous to the equation 2.2 that originated all this theory.
, ; | | , ; log , ;
, ; 0 2.60
Implementation of the Spectral Mixture Algorithm
Spectral Sensing
The Spectral Mixture model algorithm was implemented in Matlab using 1-D Gaussian densities and provided as an example. Some rules were implemented to control the convergence of the mixtures in the M-Step. For instance, if the variance is less than a minimum value, then reset the variance to a predetermined value. The first case is an example of a pure Gaussian Mixture process with 2 in equation 2.17. Four Gaussian mixtures were generated with noise. (See Figure 5) A total of ten mixture elements were added and the algorithm iterated 20 times. The overall contribution of all the mixtures has an average squared error of 0.009. The synthesis shown in Figure 7 resembles the original distribution. One of the explored ideas was the design of a simple vocoder that encodes the values of the mean and variances and then synthesizes the speech. This will be discussed in section 3.2. The spectral mixtures work for clipped Gaussian distributions generated from equation 2.17. In this case, the feasibility of using the algorithm for spectral sensing applications was explored. For these experiments, a polyphase filter was used to provide a spectral average of generic MPSK and FPSK signals. Figure 8 shows two MPSK signals under SNR below 15 dB. The algorithm achieves convergence when one of the mixtures is constrained from moving and expanding: fixed center frequency and fixed bandwidth. The trick forces the mixture to converge to the noise floor of the spectrum while the other mixtures converge to the signals above the noise floor.
An attempt to implement a two-dimensional Spectral Mixture revealed that the process is slow, computationally intensive and does not converge so easily to the desired solutions. Under more severe SNR and without the usage of a fixed mixture that converges to the noise floor, the method breaks. The centroids are attracted by the areas of high density. In some cases, a mixture can converge to large of portions of the noise floor as shown in Figure 10 . The addition of the fixed mixture shows very little improvement. 
Simple Vocoder
Vocoders are a set of coders specifically designed for voice. Basically there are three types of speech coding: waveform coding (such as ADPCM), source or parametric coders (vocoders) and hybrid coders which are a combinations of the first two. One important difference among these approaches is the quality and achievable bitrate. The hybrid coders have the best quality and performance, but also they are the ones with the highest complexity.
Vocoders rely on speech synthesis and psychoacoustic models for speech synthesis. The vocoders rely on analysis and synthesis that produce speech that is perceptually acceptable. The synthetic speech does not have to necessary match the original signal. The synthetic speech is usually as good as the model. The model usually separates a speech signal into voiced or periodic speech and unvoiced speech. The signals are also separated in the excitation and the vocal track response. The problem of characterizing the vocal track is related to linear prediction. The linear prediction problem is equivalent to a system identification problem and it can be proved that the optimal linear prediction coefficients that minimize the error are exactly the coefficients of autoregressive model that generates speech. [2] The Multiband Excitation Vocoder is an "analysis by synthesis" method which means that the synthetic speech is compared with the original to get an error signal. [8] The method minimizes the error by adjusting the spectral envelope. The model also ignores the phases of the spectral response as shown in equation 3-1. The MBE defines a criterion error to be minimized. The error is just the difference between the spectral power of the original and the synthetic signal which is the product of the spectral response given the vocal track and the excitation .
The Spectral Mixture provides a way to analyze and synthesize the spectral response | | of the speech. By using a nearly perfect reconstruction filter bank and Spectral Mixtures we can encode and decode speech as shown in Figure 11 . The approach assumes that frequency, bandwidth and intensity of spectral mixtures can be used to encode speech. The parameters can be used to reconstruct the synthesized version for approximating the spectrum.
Figure 11 Diagram of the Proposed Vocoder Implementation
Instead of estimating the vocal track and the excitation, the signal is represented as a set of three parameter vectors: the center frequency, bandwidth and power of the spectral response. Synthesized speech using Gaussian distribution results in Gaussian pulses in a time with a width that is inversely proportional to the bandwidth. As an alternative to Gaussian pulses, we can synthesize an approximate the time response with sinc functions shown in equation 3.2.
;
3.2
The filter banks were implemented in Matlab®. Figure 12 shows the decomposition and synthesis of a 256-channel filterbank. The filter uses a Kaiser window with 30 dB of attenuation and transition bandwidth of 5 percent. These parameters were chosen to preserve the reconstructed signal from distortion.
The advantage of this approach is the little complexity in the implementation. The scheme does not need voice/unvoiced detection.
Spectral Mixtures
Analysis Filter Bank Synthesis Filter Bank Figure 12 Original and Decoded Speech Figure 13 shows the approximation of the voice and unvoiced speech. The algorithm provides a crude approximation in both cases.
The algorithm is implemented using matrices. The computation of the posterior distribution in the E-
Step requires floating point operations, where is the number of data points, is the number of mixtures and is the number of iterations used. In this particular example the number of floating points operations is approximately 256 10 40 102400.
The achieved compression is as follows: The speech audio file is 57KB sampled at 8kHz. The speech separated into its frequency components using a 256-channel filter bank. The spectral mixture approach uses 15 Gaussian Mixtures and produces three outputs: center frequency, bandwidth and power composition. The data is saved using the following fields:
1. 1 byte: center frequency, the data range is (0-255) 2. 1 byte: bandwidth, the data range is (0-255) 3. 1 byte: power composition, the data range is (0-100) 4. 8 bytes: total power per window of data, the data range can currently take floating point numbers of double precision. This value is necessary because the spectral mixture algorithm only takes normalized distributions. The value could be reduced to 4 bytes. The 57 KB file produces is compressed to a 4.27 KB file. The compression ratio is 12.12. The file plays for 3 seconds. The original bit rate is 57K * 8 /3 = 152 kbps. The compressed audio rate is 4.27K * 8/3 = 11 kbps.
For having a simple architecture the proposed vocoder appears to have a fair performance with some hoarse and buzzing sound. Of course, there are state of the art vocoders that work much better at lower rates, for example, the MBE vocoder works at 4.15 kbps and the MELP works at 2.4 kbps. [10] Nevertheless, these vocoders have sophisticated processing and it is not the intention of this project to beat the current state of the art.
Other Applications
Blind Deconvolution
One of the original goals was to develop a deconvolution model that would provide estimates of the periodicity of a cyclostationary process.
The model used was a distribution shown in equation 3.3. The equation describes a square pulse modulated by a cyclostationary signal with an offset. The cyclostationary signal is created with a raised cosine filter. 
3.3
The idea was to model a cyclostationary signal as distribution with parameters , and . First, a raised cosine function is created. The response adds an offset. The signal is modulated with a square pulse. (Figure 13 ) The separation between the impulses was chosen to be the same as the distance between the peak of the filter response and the null. This condition is required for interpolating data points between impulses. The cyclostationary signal is transformed into a mix of density functions. (Figure 15 ) The approach has problems that were found to be impossible to overcome. The mixing of mixtures creates a signal that is extremely difficult to separate. For instance, the proximity of two distributions can cause the algorithm to converge to a local maximum instead of the absolute maximum. This is a weakness of all the algorithms based on Expectation Maximization. Second and probably the most critical consideration is given by equation 2-57. The algorithm is an iterative process that reduces the divergence between the red trace and the blue trace in Figure 15 ; however, there is no guarantee that the minimum divergence produces the optimal parameters for this distribution. The idea was abandoned due to these two difficulties. 
Image Detection
An image can be represented as a mixture of densities. So one natural question would be whether the Spectral Mixture approach can use as an image detector.
The development is not so different from the development of the affine transform model shown in equations 2.19 through 2.20. The development produces factors that depend on the gradients. This is interesting because gradients are used in image processing for shape detection. Other than a mathematical curiosity, the scheme fails due to the presence of multiple local maxima and the number of degrees of freedom, i.e., the dimension of the parameter vector. This idea was abandoned due to these two difficulties.
ABC Process
The Adjustable Bandwidth Concept (ABC) is a methodology developed by [7] that can be applied for the detection of wideband signals. The method process creates averages and high frequency versions (wavelet decomposition) in the frequency spectrum. This research explored the possibility of combining both approaches.
The ABC algorithm performs much better with another algorithm called Connective Components. The latter algorithm works very efficiently with the binary data produced by the ABC method. We discarded using the Spectral Mixture for this application due to the computational efficiency of the Connective Component.
Conclusions
In report AFRL-RI-RS-TR-2008-266, it was noticed that raising the likelihood to an integer power was equivalent to adding samples with the same value. This is true in both: the maximum likelihood approach and the Expectation Maximization method. This fact was use to develop an inference method for histograms. The method was referred as Spectral Mixtures.
In this report, the theory of Maximum Likelihood and Expectation Maximization methods was reviewed. For developing the Expectation Maximization method, we took advantage of the posterior density from equation 2.5 to produce an average over a modified likelihood given by equation 2.7. The maximization process resulted in the Expectation Maximization algorithm.
The development of the Spectral Mixture Model considered the quantization of the sample space in histogram bins as shown in equation 2.11. There is a variable associated with this quantization: this is the histogram count . This quantity was constrained to the set of positive integers, but this constraint can be relaxed to any positive real number. The quantity can be expressed as a probability distribution, which makes possible to reformulate the Spectral Mixture Model approach as a minimization of the divergence of two distributions. The new algorithm takes the form of equation 2.58 where is the parameter vector 
/
The Spectral Mixture algorithm was applied to the problem of spectral sensing of communication signals and speech signals. In both cases, the amplitude of the spectrum is considered while the angle is neglected. The method works fine for cases where no or little noise floor is present. In order to overcome this difficulty, one of the mixtures is forced to have constant variance. The variance is made large enough, so the mixture converges to the noise floor as shown in Figure 8 . Clipped Gaussian densities were used for simplification purposes. The log-likelihood of such distributions is reduced to a polynomial expression and the maximization process becomes less complex. Sometimes, we get closed form solutions, but this is not always the case.
The Spectral Mixture was applied to deconvolution and image processing. It was found that the Spectral Mixture approach inherits all the weaknesses of the Expectation Maximization. One weakness is the resolution of two mixtures with a small separation. The algorithm tends interpret both mixtures as one mixture. The other problem is the convergence to a local maximum. Sometimes, the local maximum solution does not represent the best approximation. The third problem is the degrees of freedom. Adding more degrees of freedom, i.e., adding more parameters makes the problem more difficult to solve due to the increase of complexity.
As a final conclusion, equation 4.1 is a generalization of the Expectation Maximization algorithm. Under special cases, the algorithm is reduced to K-Mean and Parzen window.
